Abstract

Data augmentation is a widely adopted technique for avoiding overfitting when training deep neural networks. However, this approach requires domain-specific knowledge and is often limited to a fixed set of hard-coded transformations. Recently, several works proposed to use generative models for generating semantically meaningful perturbations to train a classifier. However, because accurate encoding and decoding are critical, these methods, which use architectures that approximate the latent-variable inference, remained limited to pilot studies on small datasets.

Exploiting the exactly reversible encoder-decoder structure of normalizing flows, we perform on-manifold perturbations in the latent space to define fully unsupervised data augmentations. We demonstrate that such perturbations match the performance of advanced data augmentation techniques—reaching 96.6% test accuracy for CIFAR-10 using ResNet-18 and outperform existing methods, particularly in low data regimes—yielding 10–25% relative improvement of test accuracy from classical training. We find that our latent adversarial perturbations adaptive to the classifier throughout its training are most effective, yielding the first test accuracy improvement results on real-world datasets—CIFAR-10/100—via latent-space perturbations.

1. Introduction

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have shown impressive results across several machine learning tasks [17, 40], and—due to their automatic feature learning—have revolutionized the field of computer vision. However, their success depends on the availability of large annotated datasets for the task at hand. Thus, among other overfitting techniques—such as L1/L2 regularization, dropout [52], early stopping, among others—data augmentation remains a mandatory component that is frequently used in practice.

Traditional data augmentation (DA) techniques apply a predefined set of transformations to the training samples that do not change the corresponding class label, to increase the number of training samples. As this approach is limited to making the classifier robust only to the fixed set of hard-coded transformations, advanced methods incorporate more loosely defined transformations in the data space. For example, mixup [66] uses convex combinations of pairs of examples and their labels, and cutout [9] randomly masks square regions of the input sample. Albeit implicitly, these methods still require domain-specific knowledge that, for example, such masking will not change the label.

Surprisingly, in the context of computer vision, it has been shown that small perturbations in image space that are not visible to the human eye can fool a well-performing classifier into making wrong predictions. This observation motivated an active line of research on adversarial training [see 4, and references therein]—namely, training with such adversarial samples to obtain robust classifiers. However, further empirical studies showed that such training reduces the training accuracy, indicating the two objectives are competing [58, 54].

Stutz et al. [53] postulate that this robustness-generalization trade-off appears due to using off-manifold adversarial attacks that leave the data-manifold and that on-manifold adversarial attacks can improve generalization. For verifying this hypothesis, the authors proposed to use perturbations in the latent space of a generative model. Their proposed method employs (class-specific) models named VAE-GANs [33, 48]—which are based on Generative Adversarial Networks [16] and, to tackle their non-invertibility, further combine GANs with Variational Autoencoders [28]. However, the VAE-GAN model introduces hard-to-tune hyperparameters, and notably, it optimizes a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the data. Moreover, improved test accuracy was only shown on toy datasets [53, Fig. 5], and yet in some cases, the test accuracy did not improve relative to classical training. We observe that on real-world datasets, such training can decrease the test accuracy, see §5.

In this work, we focus on the possibility of employ-
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- Firstly, we demonstrate through numerical experiments that the previously proposed methods to generate on-manifold perturbations fail to improve the generalization of a trained classifier on real-world datasets. In particular, the test accuracy decreases with such training on CIFARAR-10/100. In this work, we postulate that this occurs due to approximate encoder-decoder mappings.
- Motivated by this observation, we propose a data augmentation method based on exactly reversible normalizing flows. Namely, it first trains the generative model and then uses simplistic random or adversarial domain-agnostic semantic perturbations to train the classifier, defined in §4.
- We demonstrate that our adversarial data augmentation method generates on-manifold and semantically meaningful data perturbations. Hence, we argue that our technique is a novel approach for generating perceptually meaningful (natural adversarial examples), different from previous proposals.
- Finally, we empirically demonstrate that our on-manifold perturbations consistently outperform the standard training on CIFAR-10/100 using ResNet-18. Moreover, in a low-data regime, such training yields up to 25% relative improvement from classical training, of which—as most effective—we find the adversarial perturbations that are adaptive to the classifier, see §5.

2. Related Work

Data augmentation techniques are routinely used to improve the generalization of classifiers [50, 31]. While most classic techniques require a priori expert knowledge of invariances in the dataset to generate virtual examples in the vicinity around each sample in the training data, many automated techniques have been proposed recently, such as linearly interpolating between images and their labels [66], replacing a part of the image with either a black-colored patch [9] or a part of another image [64].

In contrast to these data-agnostic procedures, a few recent works proposed to learn useful data augmentations policies, for instance by optimization [14, 45], reinforcement learning techniques [7, 8, 69], specifically trained augmentation networks [43, 56] or assisted by generative adversarial networks [44, 1, 68, 57], such as also in [39] that proposes neural style transfer for augmenting datasets.

Perturbations in Latent Space allow natural data augmentation with GANs. For instance, Antoniou et al. [1], Zhao et al. [70] propose to apply random perturbations in the latent space, and recently Manjunath et al. [38] used StyleGAN2 [24] to generate novel views of the image through latent space manipulation. However, a critical weakness in these techniques is that the mapping from the latent space to the training data space is typically not invertible, i.e., finding the representation of a data sample in the latent space (to start the search procedure) is a non-trivial task. For instance, Zhao et al. [70] propose to separately train an inverter for the inverse-mapping to the latent space. This critical bottleneck is omitted in our approach since we rely on an invertible architecture which renders the learning of an inverter superfluous.

Latent attacks, i.e., searching in the latent space to find virtual data samples that are misclassified, were proposed in [3, 51, 62, 67]. Volpi et al. [60] proposed an adaptive data augmentation method that appends adversarial examples at each iteration and note that generalization is improved across a range of a priori unknown target domains. Complementary, the connection of adversarial learning and generalization has also been studied in [55, 49, 22, 59, 15, 70]. Stutz et al. [53] clarify the relationship between robustness and generalization by showing in particular that regular adversarial examples leave the data manifold and that on-manifold adversarial training boosts generalization. These important insights endorse previous findings that data augmentation assisted by generative models—as we suggest here—can improve generalization [60].

Perceptual (or Natural) Adversarial examples are getting increasing interest in the community recently, as alternative to—from human perceptive—often hard to interpret standard adversarial threat models [70, 47, 61, 36, 32, 29, 13]. We argue that on-manifold perturbations, as obtained with our method or similar generative techniques, can implicitly learn such natural transformations and could be used as an alternative method to define and generate perceptually and semantically meaningful data augmentation. In contrast to Wong and Kolter [61] who propose to learn perturbation sets via a latent space of a conditional variational autoencoder using a set of predefined image-space transformations, in our approach, we are not restricted to a fixed transformation set as we utilize implicit transformations learned by the invertible mapping provided by normalizing flows.

In this section, we first describe the fundamental concepts of normalizing flows. We then discuss how their ability to perform exact inference helps to apply perturbations in latent space.

3.1. Background: Normalizing Flows

Assume observations \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) sampled from an unknown data distribution \( p_X \) over \( \mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^d \), and a tractable prior probability distribution \( p_Z \) over \( Z \subset \mathbb{R}^k \) according to which we sample a latent variable \( z \). Flow-based generative models seek to find an invertible, also called bijective function \( F : \mathcal{X} \to Z \) such that:

\[
F(x) = z \quad \text{and} \quad F^{-1}(z) = x, \quad (\text{NF})
\]

with \( z \in Z \) and \( x \in \mathcal{X} \). That is, \( F \) maps observations \( x \) to latent codes \( z \), and \( F^{-1} \) maps latent codes \( z \) back to original observations \( x \).

The key idea behind normalizing flows is to use change of variables, i.e., by using invertible transformation we keep track of the change in distribution. Thus, \( p_X \) induces \( p_Z \) through \( F \) and the opposite holds through \( F^{-1} \). We have:

\[
p_X(x) = p_Z(F(x)) \cdot \left| \det \left( \frac{\partial F(x)}{\partial x} \right) \right|,
\]

where the determinant of the Jacobian \( \frac{\partial F(x)}{\partial x} \) is used as volume correction. In practice, \( F \) is also differentiable and is parameterized with parameters \( \omega \), we have finite samples \( x_i \sim p_X, i \leq N \) and training is done via maximum log-likelihood:

\[
\omega^* = \arg \max \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log p_Z(F(x_i|\omega)) + \log \left| \det \left( \frac{\partial F(x_i|\omega)}{\partial x_i} \right) \right|.
\]

Because computing the inverse and the determinant is computationally expensive for high-dimensional spaces, \( F \) is constrained to linear transformations that have some structure—often chosen to be triangular Jacobian matrices, which provide efficient computations in both directions.

To build an expressive but tractable \( F \), we rely on the fact that differentiable functions are closed under composition, thus \( F = f_{\ell} \circ f_{\ell-1} \circ \cdots \circ f_{1} \), \( \ell \geq 1 \), is also invertible. In the context of deep learning, this implies that we can stack \( \ell \) layers of simple invertible mappings. However, as this still yields a single linear transformation, coupling layers \[11\] \( f(x) = y \), with \( f : \mathbb{R}^C \to \mathbb{R}^C \) are inserted, which can be defined in several ways \[10,21\]. In this work we use affine coupling transforms, which are empirically shown to perform particularly well for images, and which are used in the Glow model \[27\]:

\[
y_{1:c} = x_{1:c} \quad \text{and} \quad y_{c+1:C} = x_{c+1:C} \odot \exp(s(x_{1:c})) + t(x_{1:c}),
\]

where \( \odot \) is the Hadamard product and, \( s \) and \( t \) are scaling and translations functions from \( \mathbb{R}^C \to \mathbb{R}^{C-c} \). Moreover, the Jacobian does not require any derivative over \( s \) and \( t \), meaning that we can model these functions with arbitrary deep neural networks. To allow that each component can change, usually, \( F \) is composed so that coupling layers are placed in the middle of permutation layers that work in alternating patterns. The Glow model \[27\] uses an invertible 1 \times 1 convolution layer that generalizes this permutation operation, see Appendix A.1.

3.2. Advantages of Normalizing Flows

Most popular generative models for computer vision tasks are Variational Autoencoders [VAEs, 28] or Generative Adversarial Networks [GANs, 16].

GANs are widely used in deep learning mainly due to their impressive sample quality, as well as efficient sampling. Nonetheless, by construction, these methods do not provide an invertible mapping from an image \( x \) to its latent representation \( z \), nor estimating its likelihood under the implicitly learned data distribution \( p_X(x) \), except with significant additional compromises \[25\]. Moreover, despite the notable progress, designing a stable two-player optimization method remains an active research area \[6\].

VAEs, on the other hand, seemingly resolve these two problems as this class of algorithms is both approximately invertible and notably easier to train. However, VAEs are trained via maximizing a bound on the marginal likelihood and provide only approximate evaluation of \( p_X(x) \). Moreover, due to their worse sample quality relative to GANs, researchers propose combining the two \[33,48\]—making their performance highly sensitive to their hyperparameter tuning.

In contrast, normalizing flows: (i) perform exact encoding and decoding—due to their construction (see above, and also the illustration in Figure 1), (ii) are highly expressive, (iii) are efficient to sample from, as well as to evalu-
4.1. Randomized Latent Attacks

We consider two variants described below.

Adversarial Perturbations are adaptively computed by using the feedback $\nabla L(F^{-1}(z))$ from a classifier loss $L$.
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At training time, given a datapoint $x_i$, and its associated label $l_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq N$, using the trained normalizing flow we obtain its corresponding latent code $z_i = F(x_i)$.

Primarily, as perturbation function we consider a simplistic Gaussian noise in the latent space:

$$p_{rand}(\cdot, \epsilon) = \epsilon \cdot N(0, I), \quad \text{(R-LA)}$$

which is independent from $z_i$. Any such distribution around the original $z_i$ is equivalent to sampling from the learned manifold. In this case, the normalizing flow pushes forward this simple Gaussian distribution centered around $z_i$ to a distribution on the image space around $x_i = F^{-1}(z_i)$. Thus, sampling from the simple prior distribution $N(0, I)$ is equivalent to sampling from a complex conditional distribution around the original image over the data manifold.

We also define norm truncated versions as follows:

$$p_{rand}^{\ell_p}(\cdot, \epsilon) = \Pi(\epsilon \cdot N(0, I)), \quad (\epsilon, \ell_p)$$

where $\ell_p$ denotes the selected norm, e.g., $\ell_2$ or $\ell_\infty$. For $\ell_2$ norm, $\Pi$ is defined as $\ell_2$ norm scaling, and for $\ell_\infty$, $\Pi$ is the component-wise clipping operation defined below:

$$\Pi(x)_i := \max(-\epsilon, \min(+\epsilon, x_i)).$$

4.2. Adversarial Latent Attacks

Analogous to the above randomized latent attacks, at train time, given a datapoint $x_i$ and its associated label $l_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq N$, using the trained normalizing flow we obtain its corresponding latent code $z_i = F(x_i)$.

We search for $\Delta z_i \in Z$ such that the loss obtained of the generated image $\tilde{x}_i = F^{-1}(z_i + \Delta z_i)$ is maximal:

$$\Delta z_i^* = \arg \max_{\|\Delta z_i\|_{\ell_p} \leq \epsilon} L_{x}(F^{-1}(z_i + \Delta z_i), l_i),$$

$$p_{adv}^{\ell_p}(z_i, \epsilon) = \Delta z_i^*, \quad \text{(A-LA)}$$

where $L_{x}$ is the loss function of the classifier, and $\epsilon$ denotes the selected norm, e.g., $\ell_2$ or $\ell_\infty$.

In practice, we define the number of steps $k$ to optimize for $\Delta z_i^* \in Z$, as well as the step size $\alpha$ [similar to 53, 61], and we have the following procedure:

- Initialize a random $\Delta z_i^0$ with $\|\Delta z_i^0\|_{\ell_p} \leq \epsilon$. 

- At training time, given a datapoint $x_i$, and its associated label $l_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq N$, using the trained normalizing flow we obtain its corresponding latent code $z_i = F(x_i)$. 
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By observing the differences, we see that the added perturbations depend on the semantic content of the input image. See §5.4

Illustrative results of our latent-space perturbations. The models are trained on CIFAR-10. The first column depicts randomly selected samples from the test set. We depict the outputs obtained with Eq. R–LA and Eq. A–LA as well as their differences with the test samples. By observing the differences, we see that the added perturbations depend on the semantic content of the input image. See §5.4 for further discussion.

• Iteratively update $\Delta z_i^j$ for $j = 1, \ldots, k$ number of steps with step size $\alpha$ as follows:

$$\Delta z_i^j = \Pi \left( \Delta z_i^{j-1} + \alpha \cdot \frac{\nabla L_\theta(F^{-1}(z_i + \Delta z_i^{j-1}), l_i)}{\|\nabla L_\theta(F^{-1}(z_i + \Delta z_i^{j-1}), l_i)\|_{\ell_p}} \right)$$

where $\Pi$ is the projection operator that ensures condition $\|\Delta z_i^j\|_{\ell_p} \leq \epsilon$ and gradient is with respect to $\Delta z_i^{j-1}$.

• Output $p_{adv}(z_i, \epsilon) = \Delta z_i^k$.

For the case of $\ell_\infty$, we replace normalization of gradient with $\text{sign}(\cdot)$ operator, i.e.:

$$\Delta z_i^j = \Pi \left( \Delta z_i^{j-1} + \alpha \cdot \text{sign}(\nabla L_\theta(F^{-1}(z_i + \Delta z_i^{j-1}), l_i)) \right)$$

and use component-wise clipping for projection, which is equivalent to the standard $\ell_\infty$-PGD adversarial attack of Madry et al. [37].

Similarly, as the normalizing flow directly models the underlying data manifold, this perturbation is equivalent to a search over the on-manifold adversarial samples [53].

Models. For FashionMNIST, we use a conditional 12-step normalizing flow based on Glow coupling blocks and a convolutional network of approximately 100K parameters, as in [53]. For experiments on SVHN and CIFAR-10/100, we use Glow [27] and ResNet-18 [17], respectively. See Appendix A for further details on the implementation.

Metrics. To evaluate the classifier’s generalization, we use standard test accuracy. Adopting from the literature on GANs, we use Fréchet Inception Distance [FID, lower is better, see Appendix A.3, 20] to measure the similarity between the CIFAR-10 training data and samples produced by our latent perturbations.

Methods. We compare the following methods: (i) standard—classical training with no attacks, (ii) Image-space PGD: Projected Gradient Descent as an image-space, adversarial perturbation baseline [37], (iii) VAE–GAN [53]—on-manifold perturbation method that uses VAE-GANs, (iv) Cutout [9]—input masking, (v) Mixup [66]—data-agnostic data augmentation routine, (vi) Randomized-LA (ours)—randomized latent attacks using normalizing flow, as well as (vii) Adversarial-LA (ours)—adversarial latent attacks using normalizing flow, where ours are described in §4 and the rest of the methods in §2. For brevity, PGD, Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA are sometimes denoted with $p_{pgd}$, $p_{rand}$ and $p_{adv}$, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sample</th>
<th>Randomized-LA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Adversarial-LA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x_{rand}$</td>
<td>$x_{rand} - x$</td>
<td>$x_{adv}$</td>
<td>$x_{adv} - x$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1. Generalization on CIFAR-10

We are primarily interested in the performance of our perturbations in the low-data regime when using only a small subset of CIFAR-10 as the training set. We train ResNet-18 classifiers on only 5% of the full training set and evaluate models on the full test set. We compare our methods with some of the most commonly used data augmentations methods such as Cutout [9] and Mixup [66], as well as with the VAE-GAN based approach [53]. For [53], we use the authors’ implementation, and their default parameters for CelebA dataset, see Appendix A for details. For [9], we report the best test accuracy observed among grid parameters for CelebA dataset, see Appendix A for details.

Table 1 summarizes our generalization experiments in the low-data regime—using only 5% of CIFAR-10 for training, compared to the full CIFAR-10 training set. Figure 4 depicts the train and test accuracy throughout the training. Both Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA notably outperform the standard training baseline. In particular, we observe that (i) our simplistic Randomized-LA method already outperforms some recent strong data augmentation methods, and (ii) Adversarial-LA achieves best test accuracy for both low-data and full-set regimes. See §5.3 below for additional benchmarks with VAE-GAN [53].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Low-data %</th>
<th>Full-set %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard (no DA)</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard + common DA</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAE-GAN [53]</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutout [9]</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixup [66]</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA</td>
<td><strong>80.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>96.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10, in the low-data regime compared to the full train set. For the former, we use 5% and 100% of the training and test set, respectively. In addition to standard training, we consider standard training with commonly used data augmentations (DA) in the image space, which include rotation and horizontal flips [65], as well as more recent Cutout [9] and Mixup [66] methods. See §5.1 for a discussion.

5.2. Transfer Learning Experiments

To further analyze potential applications of our normalizing flow based latent attacks to real-world use cases, we study if a normalizing flow pre-trained on a large dataset can be used for training classifiers on a different, smaller dataset. In particular, we use CIFAR-10 to train the normalizing flows and then our latent attacks to train a classifier on 10% and 5% of the CIFAR-100 and SVHN training datasets, respectively.

Table 2 shows our results for CIFAR-100 using a selection of latent attacks. Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA achieve 16% and 24% improvements over the standard baseline. The results indicate that normalizing flows are capable of transferring useful augmentations learned from CIFAR-10 to CIFAR-100.

Table 2. Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-100, in the low-data regime, where we use 10% of the training set and the full test set. The normalizing flow used is trained on CIFAR-10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_{\infty}, \epsilon=0.2$</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_{\infty}, \epsilon=0.3$</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_{2}, \epsilon=10$</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_{2}, \epsilon=20$</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, $\ell_{2}, \alpha=0.5, k=3$</td>
<td><strong>45.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows our results for SVHN. To provide a baseline on the effect of using different datasets for normalizing flows and classifiers, we also provide results with pre-training on SVHN. Latent attacks transferred from CIFAR-10 achieve superior performance to direct pre-training on SVHN, indicating that transferring augmentations across datasets is indeed a promising direction.

5.3. Additional Comparison with VAE-GAN

Following Stutz et al. [53], we study the performance of our latent perturbation-based training strategies in varying settings, starting from low-data regime to full-set. For the VAE-GAN results, we use the source code provided by the authors, while using their default hyperparameters for the same dataset. For our methods, we reproduce the same.
classifier and hyperparameter setup. For Randomized-LA, we use \( \ell = \ell_{\infty}, \epsilon = 0.15 \), and for Adversarial-LA, we use \( \ell = \ell_{\infty}, \epsilon = 0.05, \alpha = 0.01, k = 10 \).

Figure 5 shows our average results for 3 runs with training sizes in \{600, 2400, 6000, 50000\}. We observe that Randomized-LA performs comparatively to the standard training baseline, whereas Adversarial-LA outperforms the standard baseline across all train set sizes. Note that the difference to the standard baselines shrinks as we increase the number of samples available to the classifiers.

In line with our results, Stutz et al. [53] report diminishing performance gains for increasingly challenging datasets such as FashionMNIST to CelebA, when using therein VAE-GAN based approach. One potential cause could be the approximate encoding and decoding mappings or sensitivity to hyperparameter tuning. Relative to VAE-GAN, normalizing flows have significantly fewer hyperparameters, see Appendix A.2. Indeed, our results support the numerous appealing advantages of normalizing flows for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NF</th>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVHN</td>
<td>( \mathcal{P}<em>{\text{rand}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon=15 ), ( \mathcal{P}</em>{\text{adv}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon=.5, \alpha=.25, k=2 )</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{\text{rand}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon=15 )</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR-10</td>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{\text{adv}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon=.3, \alpha=.15, k=2 )</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Test accuracy (%) on SVHN, in the low-data regime, where we use 5% of the training set and the full test set. Comparison of normalizing flows trained on CIFAR-10, versus SVHN.

Figure 5. Test accuracy (%) on full test set, for a varying number of training samples, on the FashionMNIST dataset. To replicate the setup of VAE-GAN [53], only a portion of the dataset (x-axis) is used to train the classifier, while the corresponding generative model is trained on the full dataset. We run each experiment with three different random seeds and report the mean and standard deviation of the test accuracy. See §5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model or Perturbation</th>
<th>FID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: GANs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCGAN [20]</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGAN-GP [20]</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigGAN [5]</td>
<td>14.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN [23]</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: image-space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD [37], ( \ell_2=\ell_\infty, \epsilon=.03, \alpha=.008, k=10 )</td>
<td>23.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: latent-space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, ( \ell=\ell_\infty, \epsilon=.25 )</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, ( \ell=\ell_2, \epsilon=1.0, \alpha=.5, k=3 )</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. FID scores (lower is better) of generated samples of GANs, image-space PGD perturbations, and our Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA methods. For PGD and Adversarial-LA perturbations which use a classifier, we use the same standardly trained ResNet-18. See §5.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>( \ell_2 ) in ( \mathcal{X} )</th>
<th>( \ell_\infty ) in ( \mathcal{X} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: image-space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}<em>{\text{adv}}^{\ell</em>\infty}, \epsilon = .03, \alpha = .008, k = 10 )</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{\text{adv}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon = 2.0, \alpha = .5, k = 10 )</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours: latent-space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}<em>{\text{rand}}^{\ell</em>\infty}, \epsilon = .25 )</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{P}_{\text{adv}}^{\ell_2}, \epsilon = 1.0, \alpha = .5, k = 3 )</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Average \( \ell_2 \) and \( \ell_\infty \) size of perturbations computed in image space \( \mathcal{X} \) using CIFAR-10 test samples. For PGD and Adversarial-LA perturbations which use a classifier, we use the same standardly trained ResNet-18.

latent-space perturbations and indicate that they have a better capacity to produce useful augmented training samples.

5.4. Analysis of Generated Images

Figure 3 depicts samples of our Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA methods. Primarily, in contrast to random image-space perturbations, we observe that both Randomized-LA and Adversarial-LA yield perturbations dependent on the semantic content of the input image. Interestingly, one could argue that Adversarial-LA further masks potential shortcuts that the classifier may learn, for e.g., by masking the windows, it forces the classifier to, in fact, learn the shape of a car. Moreover, we observe that relative to image-space perturbations, latent attacks produce samples that are semantically closer to the CIFAR-10 training set—see Table 4 for FID scores, and at the same time, more distinct in image space—see Table 5.

5.5. Robustness against Latent Attacks

In Table 6, we evaluate the robustness of classifiers against our latent attacks and observe that both standard
from increasing this distribution grows around each data point. Thus, by in-
cally stable normalizing flow, we recover the original data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Trained Perturbation</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>Drop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{rand}}^{f_{\infty}}$</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{pgd}}^{f_{\infty}}, \epsilon = .03, \alpha = .008, k = 10$</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{rand}}^{f_{\infty}}, \epsilon = .25$</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{adv}}^{f_{\infty}}, \epsilon = 1., \alpha = .5, k = 3$</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{adv}}^{f_{2}}$</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{pgd}}^{f_{2}}, \epsilon = .03, \alpha = .008, k = 10$</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{rand}}^{f_{2}}, \epsilon = .25$</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{\text{adv}}^{f_{2}}, \epsilon = 1., \alpha = .5, k = 3$</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Robustness against our perturbations $P_{\text{rand}}^{f_{\infty}}, \epsilon = .25$ (top) and $P_{\text{adv}}^{f_{2}}, \epsilon = 1., \alpha = .5, k = 3$ (bottom) on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Trained Perturbation: the training-time perturbation used to train the model; Drop the drop in test accuracy with latent perturbations relative to the accuracy on CIFAR-10 test samples.

and image-space adversarial training suffer from a significant loss of performance against Adversarial-LA. Combined with observations from §5.4, this indicates that our adversarial latent attack is a novel approach to generate realistic adversarial samples. Interestingly, classifiers trained with image-space adversarial perturbations are more prone to large accuracy drops than standardly trained classifiers. Additionally, although the classifiers trained with our perturbations are robust to Randomized-LA, they are not fully robust to Adversarial-LA, suggesting the possibility of further improving generalization using latent attacks.

6. Discussion

Exact Coding. As formalized in §3, normalizing flows can perform exact encoding and decoding by their construction. That is, the decoding operation is exactly the reverse of the encoding operation. Any continuous encoder maps a neighborhood of a sample to some neighborhood of its latent representation. However, the invertibility of normalizing flows also maps any neighborhood of latent code to a neighborhood of the original sample. In principle, this property also holds for off-manifold samples and may explain the effectiveness of our methods in transferring augmentations.

Increasing Dataset Size. The primary advantage of exact coding is that the generated samples via latent perturbations improve the generalization of classifiers, as shown in §5.1. To understand why this occurs, consider the limit case $\epsilon \to 0$ for a latent perturbation. Assuming a numerically stable normalizing flow, we recover the original data samples, hence the training distribution. As we increase $\epsilon$, this distribution grows around each data point. Thus, by increasing $\epsilon$, we add further plausible data points to our training set, as long the learned latent representation is a good approximation of the underlying data manifold. This does not necessarily hold for approximate methods due to inherent decoder noise.

Controllability. In §4, we introduced two variants of latent perturbations that define different procedures around the latent code of the original sample. Each variant employs a normalizing flow to efficiently map a complex on-manifold objective to a local objective in the latent space. The randomized latent attack defines a sampling operation on the data manifold, and the adversarial latent attack, a stochastic search procedure to find on-manifold samples attaining high classifier losses. In principle, any other on-manifold objectives may also utilize such mappings to the latent space and, potentially, use the density provided by the normalizing flow to enforce strict checks for on-manifold data points. Moreover, conditional normalizing flows may achieve more expressive, class-specific augmentations and control mechanisms.

Compatibility with Data Augmentations. It is important to note that our method is orthogonal to image-space data augmentation methods. In other words, we can train normalizing flows with commonly used data augmentations. As observed in Figure 3, trained models can apply some of the training-time augmentations to CIFAR-10 test samples. This allows us to encode and decode augmented samples as well as original samples of CIFAR-10. Additionally, we can use DeVries and Taylor [9], Zhang et al. [66] concurrently with our latent perturbations to train classifiers.

7. Conclusion

Motivated by the numerous advantages of normalizing flows, we propose flow-based latent perturbation methods to augment the training datasets to train classifiers. Our extensive empirical results on several real-world datasets demonstrate the efficacy of these perturbations for improving generalization both in full and low-data regimes. In particular, these perturbations can increase sample efficiency in low-data regimes and, in practice, reduce labeling efforts.

Further directions include (i) decoupling the effects of exact coding from any modeling gains through ablation studies, as well as (ii) combining image and latent-space augmentations.
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A. Details on the implementation

In this section, we list all the details of the implementation.

Source Code. Our source code is provided in this repository: https://github.com/okyksl/flow-lp.

A.1. Architectures

Generative model (NF) architecture. We use Glow [27] for the normalizing flow architecture. For the MNIST [34] and FashionMNIST [63] experiments, we use a conditional, 12-step, Glow-coupling-based architecture similar to [2]. See Table 7 for the details. For the CIFAR-10/100 [30] and SVHN [42] experiments, we use the original Glow architecture described in [27], i.e., 3 scales of 32 steps each containing activation normalization, affine coupling and invertible 1×1 convolution. We adapt an existing PyTorch implementation in [3] to better match the original Tensorflow implementation in [2]. For more details on multi-scale architecture in normalizing flows, see [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generative Model</th>
<th>GLOWCouplingBlock</th>
<th>Subnets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input: ( x \in \mathbb{R}^{784} ), ( y \in \mathbb{R}^{10} )</td>
<td>- split ( x \rightarrow x_1, x_2 (784 \rightarrow 392, 392) )</td>
<td>Input: ( x \in \mathbb{R}^{402} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOWCouplingBlock</td>
<td>affine coupling ( x_1, s_1, t_1 \rightarrow z_1 (3 \times 392 \rightarrow 392) )</td>
<td>Linear ((512 \rightarrow 784))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PermuteRandom</td>
<td>affine coupling ( x_2, s_2, t_2 \rightarrow x' (3 \times 392 \rightarrow 392) )</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \times 10 )</td>
<td>concat. ( z_1 + z_2 (392, 392 \rightarrow 784) )</td>
<td>split ((784 \rightarrow 392, 392))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOWCouplingBlock</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PermuteRandom</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Normalizing flow architectures used for our experiments on MNIST and FashionMNIST. With \( c_{\text{in}} \rightarrow y_{\text{out}} \), we denote the number of channels of the input and output of the layer. With \( \oplus \), we denote concatenation operation. We use the implementation provided in https://github.com/VLL-HD/FrEIA. For more details on affine coupling layers, see §3.

Classifier architecture. For our experiments on MNIST, we use LeNet-5 [34] with replaced nonlinearity—instead of \( \text{tanh} \) we use ReLU, and we initialize the network parameters with truncated normal distribution \( \sigma = 0.1 \). For the FashionMNIST experiments, we use the same classifier as used in [53]. See Table 8 for more details. For CIFAR-10/100 and SVHN, we use the ResNet-18 [19] architecture as implemented in [9, 66]. This ResNet-18 includes slight modifications over the standard ResNet-18 architecture in order to achieve better performance on CIFAR-10/100. See §2 and §4 for implementation. In particular, the first layer is changed to a 3×3 convolution with stride 1 and padding 1, from the original 7×7 convolution with stride 2 and padding 3. Additionally, the following max-pooling layer is removed. For CIFAR-10, we also use a similarly modified ResNet-20 [18].

A.2. Hyperparameters

Generative Models. For MNIST and FashionMNIST, we use the Adam [26] optimizer with a batch size of 100 and learning rate of \( 10^{-6} \) for 100 epochs to train normalizing flows. For CIFAR-10 and SVHN, we use the Adamax [26] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0005 and weight decay of 0.00005. We use a warmup learning rate schedule for the first 500.000 steps of the training. That is, the learning rate is linearly increased from 0 to the base learning rate 0.0005 in 500.000 steps.

For VAE-GAN training, we run the implementation provided by authors with the default architectures and parameters. That is, for FashionMNIST, we use \( \beta = 2.75 \), \( \gamma = 1 \), \( \eta = 0 \) and latent space size of 10. We use the Adam optimizer with a batch size of 100, learning rate of 0.005, weight decay of 0.0001 and train VAE-GANs for 60 epochs with an exponential decay scheduling of 0.9 for the learning rate. For CIFAR-10, we use the CelebA [35] setup provided (the only 3-channel color dataset provided) and thus use \( \beta = 3.0 \), latent space size of 25 and 30 epochs instead. Note that we report On-Learned-Manifold Adversarial Training from [53] which uses class-specific VAE-GANs. That is, 10 VAE-GAN architectures are trained for both FashionMNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets.

1https://github.com/chrischute/glow
2https://github.com/openai/glow
3https://github.com/facebookresearch/mixup-cifar10
4https://github.com/uoguelph-mlrg/Cutout
5https://github.com/davidstutz/disentangling-robustness-generalization
it then estimates the means $p$ embedded using the first several layers of the Inception network. Assuming $x$ of the samples of the given generative model, with those of the training data of $Fréchet$ Inception Distance.

A.3. Metrics

Fréchet Inception Distance. FID [20] aims at comparing the synthetic samples $x \sim p_g$—where $p_g$ denotes the distribution of the samples of the given generative model, with those of the training data of $x \sim p_d$ in a feature space. The samples are embedded using the first several layers of the Inception network. Assuming $p_g$ and $p_d$ are multivariate normal distributions, it then estimates the means $m_g$ and $m_d$ and covariances $C_g$ and $C_d$, respectively for $p_g$ and $p_d$ in that feature space. Finally,
FID is computed as:

$$\mathbb{D}_{\text{FID}}(p_d, p_g) \approx d^2((m_d, C_d), (m_g, C_g)) = \|m_d - m_g\|^2 + \text{Tr}(C_d + C_g - 2(C_dC_g)^\frac{1}{2}),$$

where $d^2$ denotes the Fréchet Distance. Note that as this metric is a distance, the lower it is, the better the performance. We used the implementation of FID\(^6\) in PyTorch.

## B. Additional Results

### B.1. Results on MNIST

Table 9 summarizes our results on MNIST in full data regime. Although the baseline has a very good performance on this dataset, we observe improved generalization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Train Accuracy</th>
<th>Train Loss</th>
<th>Test Accuracy</th>
<th>Test Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>99.80</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>99.24</td>
<td>0.0288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_{\infty}, \epsilon=0.15$</td>
<td>99.78</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>99.28</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, $\ell=\ell_{\infty}, \epsilon=0.05, \alpha=0.01, k=10$</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>99.43</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Train and test accuracy (%) as well as loss on MNIST. Comparison with standard training, versus our latent-space perturbations.

### B.2. Additional Results on CIFAR-10

**Results without Data Augmentation.** To provide a direct comparison between two generative models and eliminate the effect of data augmentation, we run additional experiments. Table 10 shows results for our latent perturbations without any data augmentation to train the normalizing flow and the classifier. In line with our FashionMNIST results in §5.3, we observe that both randomized and adversarial latent attacks overperform the standard baseline and the VAE-GAN based approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAE-GAN</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10, in the low-data regime (5% of training samples) without any data augmentation.

**Results with ResNet-20.** Table 11 summarizes our results using the ResNet-20, on CIFAR-10. Inline with our ResNet-18 results in §5.1, we observe that both randomized and adversarial latent attacks overperform the standard baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell=\ell_2, \epsilon=25.$</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, $\ell=\ell_2, \epsilon = .5$</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10 using ResNet-20, in the low-data regime (5% of the training set).

**Results with Different Attack Parameters.** In Table 12, we provide results with varying hyperparameters for the different attacks. Observe that for Adversarial-LA, in the high perturbation setting—where $\epsilon = 2.0$, the classifier still didn’t fully fit to the training set, but performance in the test set is above the standard baseline.

\(^6\)https://github.com/mseitzer/pytorch-fid
**Multi-step Training.** We run additional experiments where we sequentially apply different attack hyperparameters in multi-step training with weaker perturbations to increase the performance on the test set. The results are listed in Table 12, denoted with +.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Train Accuracy</th>
<th>Train Loss</th>
<th>Test Accuracy</th>
<th>Test Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baselines:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=2.0$, $\alpha=0.5$, $k=10$</td>
<td>61.13</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD, $\ell_\infty$, $\epsilon=0.03$, $\alpha=0.008$, $k=10$</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ours:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=10.0$</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized-LA, $\ell_\infty$, $\epsilon=0.25$</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td><strong>96.3</strong></td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Randomized-LA, $\ell_\infty$, $\epsilon=0.15$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td><strong>96.4</strong></td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=1.0$, $\alpha=0.5$, $k=3$</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td><strong>96.6</strong></td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial-LA, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=2.0$, $\alpha=1.5$, $k=2$</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Adversarial-LA, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=1.0$, $\alpha=0.75$, $k=2$</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Adversarial-LA, $\ell_2$, $\epsilon=0.75$, $\alpha=0.5$, $k=2$</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td><strong>96.7</strong></td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Randomized-LA, $\ell_\infty$, $\epsilon=0.25$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Randomized-LA, $\ell_\ell_2$, $\epsilon=10.0$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Train and test accuracy (%) as well as loss on CIFAR-10 using ResNet-18. All of the models are trained with the same hyperparameters listed in §A.2. Perturbations listed with the + sign indicates a multi-step training. For example, last row lists the result of the model trained with $P_{adv}^{\ell_2}$, $\epsilon = 2.0$, $\alpha = 1.5$, $k = 2$ for 130 epochs, $P_{rand}^{\ell_2}$, $\epsilon = 0.25$ for 40 epochs and $P_{rand}^{\ell_\infty}$, $\epsilon = 10.0$ for 30 epochs. Note that, regardless of multi-step training, the hyperparameters, including the total number of training epochs ($= 200$), remain fixed across the experiments.